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Revelation 13-17 

 
       

 

December 11 - 17 

   

Monday    Revelation 13 – The Antichrist and the false prophet 

 

 

 

Tuesday    Revelation 14 – The preparation of heaven for the final judgment – The 

 Son of Man goes to Armageddon 

 

 

 

Wednesday    Revelation 15 – Heavenly preparation for the seven bowl 

 judgements 

 

 

 

 

Thursday    Revelation 16 – The Seven bowls of wrath  

 

 

 

 

Friday    Revelation 17 -  Babylon, false religion, is doomed 

 

 

 

Saturday  -  Review 

 

Sunday  -  Review 



Questions and comments concerning the daily readings 

 

Revelation 13-17 

Week Fifty-One 

 

Revelation 13   

 

 1.  Revelation 13:1-2  The Antichrist reigns as the beast from the sea 

  Verse 1  The Dragon, the serpent, Satan is standing on the sea shore.   

  Verse 1  The Beast coming out of the sea represents the Roman Empire.     

   See Daniel 7:1-8 esp. 7-8   

   The horns represent the Ten Nations, likened to the ten toes on the image  

                                    of Daniel in Daniel 2:31-45. 

  Verse 2  The beast obtained its power from the dragon (Satan) 

   

 2.  Revelation 13:3-6  Notice, the head that was slain and was then given life.  Who did  

  the beast cause the people to worship?  How long was the beast given to rule  

  according to verse 5?  Notice the beast’s attitude toward God in verse 6.   

 

 3.  Revelation 13:7-10  Who will the beast make war against?  Who will worship the  

  beast?  Who will not worship the beast?   

 

 4.  Revelation 13:11-14  The Beast of the earth – The False Prophet   

  What is the role of the beast of the earth in verses 11-14?  

  

 5.  Revelation 13:14-15  He created an image of the beast to be worshipped.  What  

  happens to those who do not worship the image?   

 

 6.  Revelation 13:16-17  He controls worship, and he also controls the economic system  

  of the day.  What must a person do if they desire to do business, to buy or sell  

  their products under the rule of the antichrist and the false prophet?   

 

 7.  Revelation 13:18  What does the number of the beast stand for?  Do we see anything  

  similar to how the mark of the beast is applied to the followers of the beast  

  today?  This may be another sign that we are to be preparing for the soon return  

  of the Lord.   

 

Revelation 14 

 

 1.  Revelation 14:1  Who was the lamb?  Who were the 144,000?  Notice that they like  

  the followers of the beast have a stamp on their forehead.  What is the difference  

  of the stamp of the 144,000 and that of the followers of the beast?   



 

 2.  Revelation 14:2-5  Describe the qualities attributed to the 144,000. 

 

 3.  Revelation 14:6-7  What was the message of the Angel?  Why was it important for  

  man to hear the message? 

 

 4.  Revelation 14:8  What was the message of the second angel?  We will learn more  

  concerning Babylon the Great in chapter 18. 

 

 5.  Revelation 14:9-12 What is the message of the third angel?  Explain the warning.   

  Notice that it is eternal. 

 

 6.  Revelation 14:12-13  What is the message of verse 13?  What did the voice say  

  concerning their deeds? 

 

 7.  Revelation 14:14-20  This is a picture or prophetic preview of Armageddon from  

  heaven.  The more literal view of what will take place on earth will be seen in  

  chapters 16 and 19.  The time of evil has come for judgement or reaping.  The  

  angels do the reaping.  The armies/peoples of the earth are delivered into the  

  wine press of God’s wrath.  The extent is that the battle will be about 1,600  

  Stadia, or about a distance of two hundred miles.   

 

Revelation 15 

 

 1.  Revelation 15:1-8  In Chapter 15 we have another view of heaven and the worship of  

  God.  Then seven more angels are called forward and given the seven bowls of  

  God’s wrath, the seven final judgements to be poured out on the earth.  You will  

  recall that the judgements of God rained down on the earth began with the seven  

  seal judgements.  Out of the seventh seal judgement came the seven trumpet  

  judgements.  Out of the seventh trumpet judgment proceeds the seven bowl  

  judgements.  

 

 

Revelation 16  The Seven Bowls of Wrath 

 

 1.  Revelation 16:2  Bowl #1  The first bowl was poured out and painful sores erupted on  

  everyone who had the mark of the beast. 

 

 2.  Revelation 16:3  Bowl #2  The sea became like the blood of dead men and everything  

  in the sea died. 

 



 3.  Revelation 16:4-7  Bowl #3  The rivers and the streams became like blood.  A just  

  judgement on the earth in response to the death of Christian martyrs who shed  

  their blood.   

 

 4.  Revelation 16:8-9  Bowl #4  The sun was meant to dispense intense heat so as to  

  scorch men.  How did people on the earth respond to this judgment? 

 

 5.  Revelation 16:10-11  Bowl #5  Think of this.  The angel poured this bowl on the  

  throne of the beast and the kingdom went dark.  They had blood to drink and they  

  all had extremely painful sores.  What was their response?  These judgements  

  came after the seal and trumpet judgements which had already taken an extensive  

  toll on the earth. 

 

 6.  Revelation 16:12  Bowl #6  The sixth bowl was poured out on the Euphrates river,  

  drying it up.  This was in preparation for the armies of the East who would march  

  against the antichrist in Israel, only to come to defeat by Christ at the Battle of  

  Armageddon.   

 

 7.  Revelation 16:13-16  Apparently, by the end of the seven year period, the Great  

  Tribulation, the nations of the earth were rebelling against the antichrist and his  

  one world government.  Satan used demonic beings to entice them to come to the  

  Holy Land for war.  God, of course, used Satan and his demonic beings to   

  accomplish God’s wishes, God’s will.  Notice the three:  Satan, the antichrist and  

  the false prophet.   A Trinity.  Satan often tried to counterfeit who God was and  

  what God did.  He created a trinity to counterfeit the relationship between the  

  Father, Son and Holy Spirit. 

 

 8.  Revelation 16:17-21  Bowl #7  The final judgement of the Seals, Trumpets and Bowls.  

  This will be an extremely devastating earth quake affecting the whole earth.   

  Devastation will be everywhere.  Cities will crumble to the ground.  Then 100  

  pound hail stones will fall from the sky.  Again, how did men respond to the  

  seventh bowl judgement?  What does the response say concerning the natural  

                        heart of humanity? 

 

Romans 17-18 declares the demise of two great Babylons.  The Babylon of chapter 17 deals with 

the demise of the false apostate church of the tribulation.  The second Babylon of chapter 18 

deals with government and economics. 

 

Revelation 17   

 

 1.  Revelation 17:1-6  The Harlot, the world religion sits on many waters.  She controls  

  many people, kings and nations.  (see verse 15)  Immorality and adultery   

  speak of idolatry.  This was a false idolatrous religion. 



 

  Verse 3  In verse three it demonstrates that this false religion is in agreement with  

  the beast or antichrist.  They are working together to gain world domination.   

 

  Verse 6  This world religion is an enemy of God.  She had many believers killed  

  for their faith.   

 

 2.  Revelation 17:8  The description of the beast, one who was and is not, and is about to  

  come out of the abyss, is a description of the fact that he had lived and supposedly 

  died and now has come back to life.  (Again a counterfeit of the death, burial and  

  resurrection of Jesus.  Satan is the great imposter.)   

 

 3.  Revelation 17:9-11  The seven kings most likely relate to the seven great empires  

  which had ruled in the western world.  (Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Medo-Persia,  

  Greece and Rome)  Five are gone. Rome still was, and the seventh, the   

  government of the Antichrist was yet to come.    

  

 4.  Revelation 17:12-13  The ten horns are the same as the ten toes on the vision of the  

  statue in Daniel 2.  At the time of John’s writing, they had not yet received their  

  kingdom at that time.  They would be a factor in the future.   

 

 5.  Revelation 17:14  Ultimately, Jesus, the lamb, will destroy all of these nations at the  

  Battle of Armageddon.  

 

 6.  Revelation 17:15-18  Eventually, the nations of the antichrist would not need the false  

  religion anymore, once they have established world domination, they will   

  destroy her.   

 

 


